Inspiring and empowering your audience to create
the mindset, the skillset and the accountability
required to be productive and achieve results.

AS SEEN ON

Traci Bogan is the world's first Dreampreneur and leading expert on goal mastery and self-empowerment. She has
backpacked 75,000 miles, in six continents, through 54 countries. During her travels, she discovered the power of a
compass. By utilizing this little golden tool, she always found her way. Traci shares her “Golden Compass” formula so
others can find their way, personally and professionally. She has developed a proven 10 key Goal Planning System
(GPS) and Metrics Accountability Plan (MAP) to empower audiences to breakthrough their fears and ignite the courage to
set, commit to and achieve their boldest goal or most daring dream that aligns with their soul’s purpose and brings them a
life of prosperity and joy.
The breadth of Traci’s life experiences is beyond ordinary. As a survivor of childhood sexual abuse, she spearheaded a
campaign to increase the Criminal Statute of Limitations for sex crimes on children. Her grass-root efforts helped change
Wisconsin’s law on child sexual abuse. It is dubbed “The Bogan Bill.” Traci has lived in China, teaching English at the
World Exchange College of Language, as well as Alaska, Hawaii, Texas, Arizona and Wisconsin.
Traci is on a mission to transform a million "dreamers" into Dreampreneurs through her retreats, speaking and coaching.
She has been featured on FOX, ABC, NBC, CBS, SHE Magazine as well as many radio shows. She is also the Author
of four books.
“Our Managers are still talking about Traci Bogan!
She’s the most inspiring speaker we’ve had to date!”
–City of Phoenix Waste Management

TRACI DEFINES:
Dreamer [dremer] noun, those who have a disease
called “some-dayitis;” they have lofty goals, big
dreams and exciting aspirations that they intend to
pursue some-day -- but for most, like in the dictionary,
death-day will always come before some-day.
Dreampreneur [dreem pruh-noor] noun, one who has
the unrelenting will to achieve their boldest goal or
most daring dream that aligns with their soul’s purpose
and brings them a life of prosperity and joy.

Traci’s “Golden Compass” is Your COMPLETE
GUIDING SYSTEM to achieve your boldest goals
and most daring dreams. It includes a TWELVE
NAVIGATION MARKER GPS (Goal Planning
System) and Navigation MAP (Metrics
Accountability Plan) for detailed metrics results
tracking that guides you to change your direction
from being a “dreamer” to becoming a
Dreampreneur. To change your direction, you must
change your belief system. Your beliefs act like a
compass that can either keep you on the correct
course or lead you through a lifetime of detours and
dead-ends. Traci’s proven 12 Navigation Markers
GPS works as a map to guide you to break through your fears and ignite the
courage, clarity and confidence required to be productive and achieve results.
Discover how to access your own internal compass and head out for the journey to
learn the mindset, skillset and accountability required to Dream it. Plan it. Live it.
BE it.

THE BOOK

HIRE TRACI:
Each program is customized for your specific audience, message, theme, and
objective. Traci’s programs are multi-media adventures with inspiring
personal stories, breathtaking photography and stunning video footage from
her 54 country world adventure.
Set your GPS for Success: GUIDE maps to empower your journey to goal
mastery. Traci’s experience in the trenches of the most remote areas of the world
from Tibet to Bolivia offers insight into the realm of what is possible in your life by
drawing out the talents and abilities that already lie within you. These skillsets are
the Golden Compass that you will use every day to create more freedom, fortune
and fun, personally and professionally.
Life Lessons from Around the World: SHIFT the needle of your internal compass
to develop a sense of strength and resiliency to navigate through life’s challenges.
You will be transported out of your seat and into the nooks and crannies of the world
where you will laugh, ponder, discover, and learn how a committed plan (paired with
accountability) will lead to fulfillment of your own seemingly impossible boldest goal
or most daring dream.
The Dare to Dream Experience: CREATE the life you’ve always imagined. Are you
truly where you desire to be? Are you willing to be challenged and stretched in your
vision and ability to BE it? Gain access to a unique perspective on life and be
inspired by Traci’s intrinsic universal life lessons from backpacking through 54
countries and the lessons she learned. Boost your courage, clarity and confidence
to achieve your goal or dream.
Become a Dreampreneur: IGNITE the courage, clarity and confidence to be
productive and achieve results. Discover how to access your own internal compass
and head out for the journey to learn the mindset, skillset and accountability
required Dream it. Plan it. Live it. BE IT!
“Traci exceeded our expectations! This is why we have invited her back 5
times! Her story is awe-inspiring. Students and faculty alike each left with a
new set of goals and the action and accountability plan to get them there.”
-Gateway College
“Traci boiled life and success down to 12 Navigation Markers for success.
She engaged our team to step out of their comfort zones, set new goals and
create the plan to achieve them. Her team building exercises were so much
fun… and effective!” - Associated Bank
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For Your Next
Event, Training or Conference
262-995-4629
www.TraciBogan.com
Traci@TraciBogan.com
TEXT the word Traci to 64600 and
receive super cool Alerts,
Inspirations & Updates

